Newfoundland Club of America
Beginner Draft Test Score Sheet

Date: __________ Club: __________________ Judge: __________________ Dog Number_____

Basic Control

Controlled Walk
__ The dog walks beyond 4’ of the handler for the majority of the time
__ The dog fouls the test area
__ The dog leaves the test area
__ The dog is out of control
__ Handler adapts to the pace of the dog

Recall
__ Dog does not stay in a sit
__ Dog does not come when called within 10 seconds
__ Handler uses leash correction to get dog to come or move

Harnessing & Hitching
__ Physical guidance
__ Refuses to accompany handler
__ Dog does not stay within 6’ during harnessing
__ Uncooperative during harnessing
__ Harness does not fit properly
__ Handler does not properly harness the dog

Maneuvering Course
__ 90 Degree Right ___ Bump ___ Continuous Contact with an Obstacle ___ Crosses Line/ Barrier
__ 90 Degree Left ___ Bump ___ Continuous Contact with an Obstacle ___ Crosses Line/ Barrier
__ High Narrow ___ Bump ___ Continuous Contact with an Obstacle ___ Crosses Line/ Barrier
__ Low Narrows ___ Bump ___ Continuous Contact with an Obstacle ___ Crosses Line/ Barrier
__ Circle Right ___ Bump ___ Dog or apparatus knocks over Obstacle
__ Circle Left ___ Bump ___ Dog or apparatus knocks over Obstacle
__ 3’ Back-Up ___ Dog refuses to back distance in 45 seconds ___ Dog substantially changes direction
__ Removable obstacle ___ Dog does not stay in place ___ Dog tries to pass before obstacle is moved
__ Continual tugging of leash by handler or dog ___ Leash used for corrections or stopping dog

One Minute Stay & Freight Load
__ Dog not harnessed or hitched properly
__ Handler physically touches or guides the dog
__ Dog significantly moves during the one minute stay

Distance Freight Haul
__ Dog bumps handler who works in front
__ Handler blocks dog to enforce a stop (blocking)
__ Dog refuses to move the load within 30 seconds

Intriguing Distraction
__ Dog changes direction and follows the distraction

Failures Common to All Exercise
__ 4 bumps (Maneuvering Course & Freight Haul)
__ Dog not under control
__ Dog fouls on the course (except freight haul, one instance only and handler must clean up)
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